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ARD BIA          WINTER 2017 
 
SPARKLING 
FRIZZANRE | CA DEL RORO | VENETO, ITALY      35/8 
SPUMANTE | LE CONTESSE | VALDOBBIADENE, ITALY     50 
 
WHITE 
 2015 VERMINTINO | COLOMBARD, FRANCE | LE PETIT PONT RESERVE   6.5/19.5/26 
2015 GORDELLO | MONTERREI, SPAIN | CREGO E MONAGUILLO    8/24/32 
2015 CHARDONNAY, RIBOLLA | GORISKA BRDA, SLOVENIA | GASPER   8/25.5/34 
2015 PINOT GRIGIO | FRIULI, ITALY | SAN SIMONE     33 
2015 CHARDONNAY | BURGUBDY, FRANCE | MACON VILLAGES A/C   36 
2016 SAUVIGNON BLANC | NARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND | TINPOT HUT  36 
2014 PINOT GRIS | NEW ZEALAND | PADDY BORTHWICK     38 
2015 RIESLING | ALSACE, FRANCE | DOMAINE JEAN-LUC MADER   42 
2015 SAUVIGNON BLANC | SANCERRE, FRANCE | DOMAINE SERGE LEALOUE  45 
 
RED 
2015 MULTEPULCIANO, SANGIOVESE | ITALY | CIUCIU BACCHUS   7/22/29 
2014 MALBEC, BONARDA, PETIT VERDOT | ARGENTINA | KAIKEN TERRIOR  8/24/32 
2015 GRENACHE, SYRAH | COTES DU RHONE, FRANCE | MAISON PLANTEVIN   8.5/25.5/34 
2014 TEMPRANILLO | TORO, SPAIN | FLOR DE VETUS     35 
2015 PINOTAGE | PAARL, SOUTH AFRICA | FAIRVIEW     36 
2014 NERO D’AVOLA, SYRAH | SICILA, ITALY | FUEDO LUPARELLO    36 
2014 GRENACHE | SWARTLAND, SOUTH AFRICA | SPICED ROUTE   37 
2015 CABERNET FRANC | LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE | LE VILLAIN P’TIT  37 
2013 CARMENERE | COLCHAGUA, CHILE | MONTES ALPHA    40 
2011 CAB SAUV, MERLOT | BORDEAUX, FRANCE | CHATEAU PUY CASTERA  45 
 













2015 SEMILLION | CADILLAC, FRANCE | CHATEAU HAUT RIAN   38/7 
2009 ALEATICO | PUGLIA, ITALY | A MANO     40/9 




JAMESON            6 
BAILEYS            6.5 
ABSOLUT VODKA          6.5 
LIMOCELLO           5.5 
LOUNGUEVILLE APPLE BRANDY       7   
REBREAST 12 YR          8 
GREEN SPOT           8 
TANQUERY + TONIC         10  
 
 
BEER | ‘WHITE HAG’ BREWING COMPANY, CO. SLIGO 
 
SESSION IPA | LITTLE FAWN SESSION      3.2%/5.5 
MODERN PILLS | ROC         4.5/6 
BELGIUM PALE ALE | NIAMH CHINN OIR      6.8%/7 
CHOCOLATE + OATMEAL STOUT | WHITE SOW OATMEAL   7.2%/7 
IRISH IPA | BRAN + SCEOLAN       7.2%/7 
 
 
COFFEE |‘ANAM COFFEE’ THE BURREN, CO. CLARE  
    
ESSPRESSO           2.7 
MACHIATO           2.7 
AMERICANO           2.9 
LATTE            3 
CAPPUCCINO          3 
FLAT WHITE          3 
LEBANESE CARDAMON COFFEE        3.9 
 
 
TEA | ‘SOLARIS TEAS’, CO. GALWAY 
 
BARRYS            1.8/2.8 
EARL GREY           2.5  
JASMONE GREEN          2.5  
BERRY           2.5 
ROOIBUS           2.5  
MOROCCAN PEPERMENT          2.5 
